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Geigle

Editor's Note : The complete text of Acting President F. R. Geigle's introductory address at an all-university and community convocation is
presented here. The remarks of Mr . Geigle are considered timely and of
high impor tance to the entire university community. Newspaper, radio,
and TV accounts presented highlights of the first address by the new
acting pres ident, although this r epresents the first complete publication
of the texJ. Mr. Geigle succeeded Samuel E. Braden as president Sept. 1,
com ing from Nor thern Illinois University where he was executive vice
president and had served on the NIU faculty since 1951 .

vows

You have been enrolled in or have entered for the first time a great university.
Illinois State University is the oldest statesupported educational institution in this
State. It has a proud history , although at
times a bit stormy, and it can boast of
distinguished alumni that have preceded
you. We hope you will always be proud of
your alma mater and we want to be proud
of you.
Mrs. Geigle and I have been impressed
with the friendliness and warmth of our
welcome to ISU. I sincerely hope that all of
you will make every effort to maintain this
friendly atmosphere on this campus. If we
could all make it a habit to say hello to
each other as we pass we could become the
friendliest university in the world. There is
something warm about such a greeting
and it even gives you a good feeling.
Someone said you can' t do this in an

free,
open
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institution of this size, but I don't believe
that and you students can help me prove it.
On your part, this will mean being nice
to people over 30, but after seeing our new
faculty, I think you will find it difficult in
many cases to distinguish between faculty
and students. We are a university of
relatively young faculty members and we
don't qualify for the type of institution
referred to by the Englishman when he
said, "When I am ready to die, I hope that I
am a member of the staff at Oxford, for
down there, the transformation from life to
death is almost imperceptible."
Now that I have said that, with your
indulgence, I would like to talk about those
things that prompted me to call this
convocation and to visit with you tonight.
Illinois State University will have
approximately 4,000 new freshmen on
campus this year. It seems to me that a

university
would
be
a
terribly
uninteresting place if we had no freshmen.
In fact one man remarked that colleges
become such great storehouses of truth
nowadays because the freshmen always
bring so much knowledge in and the
seniors take so little away.

Self-determination is crucial
To the freshmen, I would remind them
that the moments in our lives that are most
significant are seldom revealed to us
except in the perspective of time. There
are steps that we take that are clearly
important and this occasion marks such a
step.
·
We know you have the potential to
become an enduring source of pride to us.
We shall do all that we can to insure the
development of your talents and powers
but the initiative is yours. It will be your
self-discipline, your love for learning, your
imagination, your zeal, that will make the
difference. In the last analysis all effective
education is self-education. We can
provide a stimulating atmosphere, the
facilities in library and laboratory, a
distinguished faculty of scholars, an
organized course of study, and even a
system of rewards and honors, yet it is in
the secret places of your heart, in your free
(Con t i nued on page 2)
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Events
readied
for HC

Francis A . Geigle, new acting president of Illinois State,
wasted no time in conveying to the university community

force will have no place at ISU and the university will
use its discipline syste m or state laws to maintain an
o pen institution, he said.

his feelings about activities on the campus. Violence or

Why do faculty leave ISU?
Same reasons as elsewhere
Faculty m e mbers resigning their
positions at Illinois State Univer sity do so
for most of the same reasons as their
counterparts throughout the nation.

This is one of the findings in a survey
just completed by Arthur H. Larsen,
consultant for institutional studies at ISU.
The survey was conducted among 57
members of the faculty who resigned at
the end of the 1969-70 academic year. This
is 7.1 per cent of the 803 facult y members
on continuing a ppointments. Forty-eight of
thos e persons ca me from 20 academic
depa rtments, while the other nine were
from three administrative a reas . Twelve
depa rtme nts had no resignations.
About four-fifths of those who resigned
were instructors or assistant professors,
while only one-seventh were associate
professors or professors and one-twentieth
executi ve assistants . These fractions a re
in close agreement with data of the last
two years .
Forty-three of the 57 faculty members
who resigned returned the questionna ire,
for a 75.4 percentage.
Th ir ty -s ix r easons were g iven for
resigning . Using a weighted scale, the five

most significant reasons were : ( 1) Salary
too low ; (2) Accepted administrative
pos itions : (3 ) To continue graduate
studies; (4) Adminis tra t ion a nd administrators not competent, and (5) To
broaden experience. In a na tional study ,
conducted among faculty by the American
Council on E ducation, the r easons in order
of s ignificance were : (1) Administra tion
and administrators not competent; (2 )
Resea rc h fac ilities and opportunities
poor ; (3) Teaching hours excessive; ( 4 )
Salary too low, a nd (5 ) Cou rses assigned
w1desira ble.
Al l but the fifth reason were checked a t
leas t once by faculty members who
resigned, but only two of those reasons ar e
included in the five most frequentl y stated
reasons by faculty at ISU.

Here a re some other findings : The
medi an number of years as faculty
members at ISU was three; Median age
for the group is 32, with three-fourths
W1der40; Median monthly salary in 1969-70
was $1 ,055 with a third r eceiving less than
$1,000 a month ; Seven-tenths of those
resigning held master's degrees and one
fourth held doctora tes.
Included as other reasons for resigning
were: Adva ncem ent pros pects poor ;
future salary prospects poor ; climate
w1desirable ; cultural opportunities poor.
Mr. Larsen, fo rmer dean of faculties a t
ISU, sa id in his summary. " It seems fair to
say tha t resigning facul ty a t Illinois State
Un iversity have characteri stics similar to
U10se found nationwide. They also re port
about the same reasons for leaving th e
w1iversity.''
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"Halloween Heyday" is the theme for
the 50th annual Homecoming scheduled at
Illinois State University for Oct. 30 and 31,
when a number of traditional and new
activities are being planned for students
and alumni.
A new feature of special interest to
students and recent graduates will be a
concert by "The Raiders" with Paul
Revere and Mark Lindsay, and " The
Neighborhood," at 8:15 p.m. on Saturday,
Oct. 31, in Horton Field House.
Tickets are available in advance
through the office of the Entertainment
Board, University Union. Prices are $2.50,
$3.50 and $4.50.
Students are serving as chairmen of the
various Homecoming committees, with
Rosemary Osing, Springfield, the general
chairman, and Mary Jo Morrison, Cornell,
secretary.
Donna Jo Workman is faculty chairman
of the Homecoming Board and Bruce
Kaiser is executive secretary.
The Saturday morning parade time has
been moved to 9 a.m. to allow more time
for an all-alumni luncheon at 11 :45 a .m.
Saturday in the University Union ballroom
and other pre-game activities.
An alumni reunion party will be held at
the McBarnes Building in Bloomington
immediately follo wing the game. Dancing
is scheduled from 9 to 12 p.m.

Tickets for th e luncheon and the reunion
par ty a re being handled by the Alumni
Services office, 401 Hovey, ISU.
A Friday night pep session in Hancock
Stadium is to be sponsored by the
University Club, while the Union Board
pla ns a dance in the ballroom follo wing the
pep session.
A Saturday night dance in the Union,
with "Moses" providing the musical
background , is scheduled by the
Hom ecoming committee from 9 to 12 p.m.
House decorations, with competition in
CC'ontinu ed on page 8)
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Growth, achievement Vote on Bloomington-Normal
goals, says Geigle
unification question Nov. 3
(( 'onlinm•rl from page I)

self-determination, that the issue rests.
This self-determination is the striking
difference between secondary school and
college. You are now free from supervised
study halls, detailed assignments of
homework, daily quizzes and recitation,
and even parental discipline. The crucial
question is whether or not you have
sufficient maturity to meet your
responsibilities. This, rather than a lack of
ability, is the chief cause of failure.
Not all of you will graduate, though you
have the capacity to do so. Some of you will
disappoint yourselves, your parents and
us. Others will reveal aptitudes and gifts
as yet unidentified. Most of you will live up
to your splendid promises. In some cases
your home community may some day
erect a statue in your honor. However, as
Aunt Em said to the farm hand in The
Wizard of Oz, "Don't start posing for it
now. " There is a long road of decisions,
discipline and discovery ahead.

Communications
open

channels

are

At this point, I would like to say some
things about processes of communication
between the student, faculty and
administration and the involvement of
students in educational decision-making.
Charles Morris has described to you the
Academic Senate and the student
representation on that senate. This
represents an excellent avenue of
communication for you and it will be
successful if you use it. Get to know your
representatives and use them.
Chuck Witte, President of the Student
Government, represents another avenue
of communication and you should
avail yourselves of his good offices to
make your ideas, suggestions and
comments known. He is a champion of
yours and like us, we want to hear your
voices. We may not always agree with you
but I assure you we will listen to you.
The Colleges have student advisory
committees, many of the departments
have such committees, and the dean of
faculties has a similar committee for his
office. I hope to encourage additional
departments to establish such advisory
committees as viable means of
communication. I intend to visit on a biweekly
basis the many student
organizations of the campus and give you
every opportunity to tell me what you are
thinking about. My office will be open for
one half day a week for student
appointments and conferences.

Students have voice in policies
The question of whether, and if so, how,
students should be involved in educational
decision-making generates many heated
arguments. On my part, I firmly believe
that genuine student participation in
institutional committees and legislative
bodies affect their learning about politics.
The incorporation of students into the
governing structure makes it possible for
the faculty to use their greatest persuasive
powers. It also inspires the students to an
understanding of the curriculum as a
constantly
negotiated
collective
bargaining agreement.
I
am
convinced
that student
representation acts cons tructively in

effecting educational change. In
representative government there are
strong forces of due process, fairness, and
justice that restrain violence. Indeed,
these forces are so strong that the more
revolutionary students and professors
would rather move outside thes·e
representative devices.
In the area of the evaluation and
assessment of the quality of teaching on
this campus, the dean of faculties, two
years ago, directed the faculty to develop
"criteria guidelines for the evaluation of
faculty. " We are very much concerned
with
quality
teaching
and
for
undergraduate education. This is a
recurring theme in remarks of the dean to
new faculty. This should also be a matter
of primary concern to you students. I have
always felt that students' judgements of
teachers are on the whole complimentary
and supplementary to the judgements of
faculty. I know that an increasing number
of colleges and departments are using
student evaluation of teaching and that all
departments are being asked to set up
more precise criteria for the judgement of
the teaching performance.
Only students are in a position to observe
and contrast teaching abilities and styles.
On the other hand, students deeply respect
faculty members' judgments of their
colleagues' scholarly and research
qualifications. It is my impression,
therefore, that student involvement in
curricular development through the
departments
and
colleges
and
participation in the evaluation of faculty
will increase the intellectual demands on
teachers in conventional ways.

Commitment to
university

open,

free

And now allow me to clear the
atmosphere relative to the maintenance of
order and the disruption of university
activities. Illinois State University is
committed to the maintenance of an open
and free university. We will protect the
right of all members of this community to
engage freely in the educational
experience; the rightto attend classes; the
right to teach; the right to enter and leave
public buildings without interference; the
right to be secure in our person and
property and residence; the right of free
speech and free assembly.
And let me reaffirm the position of this
University with respect to those who would
violate our rights. Illinois State University
will not condone violence. We reject force
as having no place in a university
community. We will not tolerate the willful
violation of university regulations or of the
law of the State of Illinois. Those who are
charged with such violations will be dealt
with through the University discipline
system for violations of university
regulations, including dismissal or
suspension, and through the state judicial
process for violation of state law. Such
action will be consistent with due process
requirements. This will be the position of
the University, because this University
also has a right- the right to protect itself.

Election policy outlined
I know there will be questions about the
dismissal of classes for the election. The
Academic Senate, in this regard, adopted
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It is not the usual stance of this newspaper to take editorial stands on
issues, but rather to present the facts in controversial questions and
allow the reader to reach his own conclusions.
Consistent with this policy, we do not intend to take a position on an
upcoming matter of great importance to university personnel and
indeed, all of Bloomington-Normal. However, we do wish to urge that
those persons eligible take the opportunity to acquaint themselves with
the issues and then go to the polls to vote on the question of unifying
Bloomington and Normal into a single municipality on Tuesday, Nov.
3.

Unification of Bloomington and Normal, geographically together but
municipally separated, would have great importance for the
university, which works closely with both city governments in a
myriad of matters. The university's postal address is in Normal, but its
staff members and students live in both cities, vote in both cities, buy
in both cities, and, in general, are affected by whatever happens in
either one.
With the Ewing Museum of Nations, ISU now has a physical presence
in Bloomington, as well as Normal.
Proponents of unification have apparently succeeded in removing
two of the major objections expressed by some residents to unification.
These are liquor, the sale of which is presently banned in Normal, and
the school systems, which are separate. Under the borough plan
proposed, these situations could be changed only by those persons
residing in the borough of Normal or Bloomington where the question
applies.
There would be a city council with aldermen from both boroughs,
with a single mayor, city manager and separate department heads.
There would be single police and fire departments for the univer sity to
work with, whereas now, it has to have close liaison with departments
in both cities.
Overall tax rates, including all taxes, not just property, are
extremely close for the two cities. Both have the same major
problems: water supply, expansion, growth outside the city limits, and
in other matters. In some, the cities have competed against one
another, such as for outside annexation.
Unification is no panacea for these problems. Tax rates will not be
appreciably reduced; additional water supplies will still be needed.
But, proponents for the measure say, the chief benefit would come in a
unified approach to common problems and an overall direction of the
entire community for the future.
University personnel have a stake in that future. Consequently, we
urge you to acquaint yourself with the facts, reach your conclusions,
and vote on the question of Bloomington-Normal unification Tuesday,
Nov. 3.
a resolution on August 5, 1970, in which I
am in complete accord, which states:
"S tudents , as learning c itizens,
should be encour aged to participate in
the political process at all levels of
government. It is r ecognized that they
have special opportun i ties during
political campaigns and such special
situations as the Constitutiona I
Election.
"The Senate commends the Politica l
Science Department for provid ing such
an opportun ity ( a course) with an
appropriate com bination of theoretical
and practical experience and for
opening this course to all who would
avail themselves of it.
"S in ce such an opportunity exists, no
further change in ca lendar or attendance expectations is necessary.
Members of the Univers ity community
who wish to participate in political
campaigns should do so-as is the case
w ith all volunteer participants-on
their own t ime outside their regular
assignments."

Classes will continue to operate as usual
and the regular procedures with regard to
attendance and participation on the part of
both faculty and students will be followed.
All of us are engaged in a tremendous
enterprise. No other nation can match the
6.5 million students enrolled in our colleges
and universities. This is 3.3 per cent of our
population, and the only nation in all of
western Europe that can come even close
to this is France, with one per cent. The
American passion for learning enlists
sixty million people from the cradle to the
grave. And yet we experience unrest,
disturbance, and even violence. Rather
than that, these years should be among the
most important and happiest years of your
lives. Just remember this and let's try to
keep it that way.

Ideas, events a challenge to all
We have a great confidence in you. The
great majority of our young people are
unquestionably the finest generation that
has ever lived. You will find answers to
many of the problems facing us today if we
but give you the opportunity to enjoy the

benefits of a good education that places
emphasis on what it means to be a good
American citizen. We at ISU pledge
ourselves to do this for you and I would
remind the professional staff of this
university that this represents a great
responsibility. What we do in our
classrooms can shape our destiny as a
nation. We can be and must be " the master
of events and not the pawn of events."
In a letter to our alumni and friends, I
said that a great university should be a
place of enthusiasm, change and vitality.
It should welcome constant discussion and
debate on the problems and issues of our
times. It should experience the excitement
of ideas. It must not be afraid of
controversy . The entire atmosphere
should stimulate growth and achievement.
Thanks for coming and I will be seeing
you around.

Th E •
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Instructional TV
staff serves campus
from new location
The new sign outside the old house at 300
N. Main says "Instructional Television
Services." The house was occupied this
summer by a number of specialists who
help ISU faculty and staff produce and
distribute video materials to support
teaching and research.
It's " open house" anytime, and judging
from ITV activitjes during the past year,
there will be a lot of traffic through the
front door. A recent report indicates that
each month approximately 4,100 students
viewed instructional programs. The video
tape machines in master control at the
studio in the Metcalf building were spinning out about 37 hours of playbacks each
week, while the production of over 60 new
video tapes kept the studio busy 16 hours
each week. Meeting th e instructional
needs of 30 departments and academic
areas has meant a steady increase in
television utilization.

White elected
to graphics post
William V. White,
director of the
printing service
and
assistant
professor of industrial technology
at Illinois State
University ,
has
been elected as
president
of
the International
Graphic
Arts
Education
Association.

Step inside the ITV house and meet the
family. Ralph Smith, Director of RadioTelevision-Electronic Services, is often
present to discuss plans with Kim Krisco,
acting coordinator of ITV Services. Mr.
Krisco, who has a master's degree in TV,
will discuss a professor's project, perhaps
set up a preview of similar or allied
programs from the library of 250 tapes,
and in general marshall the resources to
do a particular job. Although departments
are asked to provide video tape, once a
project is underway, other materials and
facilities are furnished.
Although Krisco may also direct some
productions when they move into the
studio, he may very well enlist the service
of a second producer-director who joined
the staff this fall from the television
department of the University of Indiana,
Perrin Parkhurst. Both men are trained to
help professors visualize subject content,
to suggest appropriate techniques, and to
direct the efforts of student television
crews.
Upstairs at ITV House you will meet
Hiroyuki Okada, a part time student,
artist-photographer who prepares graphic
materials, photos and films to be used in
television lessons. The darkroom is only
part of the production facility. The staff
producer-directors along with the student
production assistants, Bob Tuchel and
Dave Hill, can be found at work in the TV
mobile unit, called the "white whale" , or
the one camera mini-remote system, the
16mm production facility or the audio
production center.
Television, of course , depends on
complex electronic equipment. Norman

neatbs
The birth of a son t o Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Neuleib is announced.
Recent marriages incl ude: Katha B.
Fahey and Harold J. Plack 111 on Aug. 3
at
St.
Paul's
Church,
Danville.
Kay Cumming and Martin K. T ipsor d
on Aug. 9 at Pope Creek Church near
A ledo. Mrs. T ipsor d is an i nstructor in
Eng l ish. Carolyn Ann Nash and Char les - E.
Fra ncis on Aug . 14 at Hol y T r inity Church in
Bloomington . M r . F r a ncis is an assistant
pr ofessor in industrial technology. M argaret
A. Beard and T homas J. Hayden on Aug. 15 at
Thornvi lle, Ohio. Mrs. Hayden is an instructor in home economics. Linda Berry and
Ron ald G. K lawitter on Aug. 15 at Second
Pr esbyterian Church i n B loomington. Mrs.
K lawitter is employed in the Un iversity H igh
School office. Diane Renee Wolf and Dr.
Dav id N icholas Bussan on Aug. 15 at Morr isonvi lle. Mrs. Bussan is a m usic instruct or
at Metcalf School. Cynthia Denise L eslie and
Larry Wayne Day on Aug. 22 at the Maroa
Bi ble Church. Mrs. Day is a stenogr apjler at
the heating p lant . Winona Boettcher and John
James on Aug. 24 at the Un ion Presbyterian
Church, Bloomington . Mrs. James is a
secretary in the educationa l administration
office. Karen Sue Lindenfelser and Terry G.
Kom nick on Aug. 30 at the Ar mington
Christian Church. Mrs. Komnick is employed
in the purchasing department. Joni M .
Schrock and Robert C. Huber on Sept. 5 at the
Lexington Methodist Chur c h. M r s. Huber is a
secretary in the pur c hasing department.

William A. Houston, 46, assistant pr ofessor
and supervisor of off-campus student
teachers since Sept ember, 1969, was dead on
arr iva l at Brokaw Hospita l on Aug. 20. He had
been under a doctor's care. His survivors
inc lude his widow and two sons.
Other deaths to report inc lude: Raymond
Lane, a residence hall attendant, on Jul y 6;
M rs. M ar y Crees, mot her of Va lerie Witten,
on Aug. 27 ; and Mrs. Alice B. Brice, mother
of Barbara E . Hutchinson, on Aug . 21.

Kramer is the chief engineer who is
responsible for seeing that electrons flow
when the buttons are pushed. Mr. Kramer
supervises the technical work, budgets for
new equipment and repairs, and helps
design improvements to the system.
Working closely with him is Donald
Owens , studio technical super visor, formerly with TV channel 20 in Springfield,
who presides over the video tape machines
and a ll technical operations in the
Metcalf studio.
ISU does not have a transmitter. It has
an elaborate cable system connecting 30
campus buildings to master control.
James Otte, distribution engineer and his
assistant, Ronal d Giller, work with
students to maintain the amplifiers in the
cable system. They design and install new
cable runs, repair the 112 TV sets on
campus, and service some 50 small TV
cameras and video recorders ·used by

several departments.
Once a program is on tape it is scheduled
for showing over one of three closed circuit
channels which are available at more than
500 points, making the distribution system
at ISU one of the largest of its kind in the
nation. Also available are TV signals from
three commercial stations and one
educational channel.
Lynteen Bell is the scheduling secretary
and student secretaries Jody Doudna and
Pat Kaczynski handle clerical and
reception work at the ITV house.
Whether they are assisting professors in
the Biology Department train future
biology teachers in the use of instructional
television, or helping in English by
videotaping their own way-off-Broadway
version of "The American Dream", the
family of specialists at 300 N. Main a re
making an important contribution to the
entire instructional program at ISU.

I

I

The election took place at the 44th annual meeting of the association at
Rochester Insti tute of Technology,
· Rochester, N.Y.
Mr. White, veteran printing and graphic
arts teacher and production supervisor,
has been a member of the ISU staff since
1934 and has been active in state and
national associations concerned with
graphic arts education.
He will serve for a one year period until
the meeting of the association next year in
St. Paul, Minn.

sta.J+ Bfutbs,
rnauutaGes,

From left, Kim Krisco, Perrin Parkhurst, Ralph Smith and
Don Owe n run through a test of the automated television
studio in the Metc aH School building where videotaped
instructional programs originate.

i

Art Galleries on Campus
(We suggest that you clip and save this schedule)

October

NEW OIRECT IONS

CE NT ENNI AL
WEST

CENTENNIAL
EAST

The Creative
Past: Art of
AFR ICA

Paintings by

Gffrge
Wa lker

Drawings i nd
Paintings by
Youchum

African
Sculpture
November

December

Illinois Arts
Council

Objects to
Wear -

1969-71 ISU
Studio Faculty

January

UN ION GALLERY

INNER EA R

MILNER
LIBRARY

WATTERSON
GALLE R Y

I.J. U.
Perm1nent
Collection

Exploring
Sp,ce

Or1wings and
Painting s by
KenMth Holder

Ed Niemi
Di.ck Mliwdsley
(Meta ls)

Gradu,te
Painting
and
Drawina

I.S. U.
Permanent
Collection

Michele Santene •
(co Paintings)

Drawings and
Print, by
Harold 80yd

Naomi
Towner
(Textiles)

I.S.U.
Permanent
Collection

ISU
Graduate
Student
Print
Invitational

Orawints and
Prints by by
Harold Boyd

Elementary
Education

Contemporary
American
Posters

I.S. U.
Permanent
Collection

Dr•wlllt• ....

Swiss Posters

Paintings by
W•lter Bock

Special
Education
{Newby)

ISU Oraw ing
and Pa inting
Fac ulty

t:!r1~n,:.::i,

Drawings and
Paintings by
Walter Bock

Sculptu re
{Knoblock
Tinsley )

ISU Drawing
and Painting
Faculty

Drawings and
Paintings by
Fred Brian

Phot09r1phy
( 6 arford
Stefl)

A.A.A.M. U.
Invitational
Drawing and
Painting Exhibit ion

Drawings and
Paintings by
Fred Brian

Art History
(Small)

A.A.A.M.U.
Invitation.I
Drawing and
P•int Exhibition

Or•wings and
Paintings by
Urry Welton

Draw ings
(George
Welton)

ISU print
Colloctlon

Drawings ind
Prints by
R.ay George

2-D

Summer
Graduate
Student
Invitational

3-D

Contemporary
American
Posters
National Society of
Painters in ~sein

Thesis Exhibition
Contemporary
Painting in
New Zealand
National
Conference of
Artis1s
Association
Exhibition

February

MolH From The
S.an Blas
The F. Louis Hoover
Collection
March

April

N,tion, I
lnvit1tional
Drawing and
Sculeture
Exhibition

Under9.radu1te
Exhibition

National
Invitational Drawing
And Scul pture
Exhibition

I.S. U.
Permanent
Collection

1.s.u.

Permanent
Collection

ISU
Onlgn

I.S. U.
Perm,nent
Collection

Shout in
Silence
Thesis Exhibition
May
Crafts
Invitational

June

Art Education
Exhibition

Mission
Apollo

I.S. U.
Permanent
Collection

ISU
Permanent
Collection

I.S.U.
Undergraduate
Drawi"9

Design
(Fancher}

ISU print
Colloctlon

:r~~~i:'Jsa:~rd

July

Recent 1.S.U.
Acquisitions

I.S.U.
Permanent
Collection

I. S. U.
Undergraduate
Drawing
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Public confidence major concern: Bond
Hiehard H. Bond. vice president and
dt'an of faculties at Illinois State
University. told some 250 new members of
lhl' ISU faculty th at two concerns a r e
paramount for the year ahead.
"Wt' must make every effor t to resto re
public confidence in our enterprise," Dean
Bond said. He also .told the new teachers
·•It is imperative that you share our
commitment to this as a free, open and
operating campus. We have every intention to protect and maintain the opportunity for teachers to teach and
students to learn."
Dean Bond cited four other major points
of emphasis for the immediate future at
ISU. Thes(' were continued concentration
on a quality undergraduate as well a s
graduate education: a commitment to the
problems of minority cultures, and careful
attention to the university 's teacher
education program.
As the first concern of the university,
however. Dean Bond declared , "We must
make every effort to restore public confidence in our enterprise.
"The cloud under which colleges open
U1is fall is startling to those of us lulled by
the post-Sputnik honeymoon. The ivory
tower out of which we thought we had
come has turned out to be an iron curtain,
partly of our own making , as we have
neither met public expectations in addressing ourselves adequately to the ills of
society nor interpreted the peculiarities of
the ' academic community' to the
community at large."
The ISU dean continued, "Proud of our
own traditions , including our governance
system , jealous of the academic freedoms
we have enjoyed, we have been remiss and
even arrogant in relating ourselves to the
public and lax in the imposition of our own
self-discipline as professional people.
"We must correct both errors this
year. "
Illinois State, Bond said, is r e-examining
its code of professional ethics and
responsibility and attempting to make
more explicit its profess ional evaluation
devices, particularly in teaching. " We are
committed to these ends within the sound
and hard-won traditions and freedoms of
academe. "
He called attention to the fact that ISU is
committed to maintaining a free and open

A

New members of the faculty at Illinois State listen intently as Richard Bond,
inset, dean of faculties and vice president of the university, describes goals
of ISU, along with its commitment to maintenance of a "free, open and operating campus." Talk was in Schroeder Hall.

campus. The university , he said, will use
every effor t to make events an educational ·
experience. For example, instead of
dismissing for the election this fall, ISU is
offering a credit course in practical
politics for those who are interested. An
Educational Response in Cris is (ERIC)
committee has been organized to plan
additional educational experiences.
Dean Bond made these other points:
l ' 1111l•r g r ad u a l e education- ' 'Our
primary operational concern mus t remain
our undergraduate students. If we forget
Uiat undergraduate students are our
major focus, I am convinced that we will
soon discover not only that the university
will not maintain or increase its excellence
and respectability, but also that it will
forfeit its opportunity to be a significant
influence in the mainstream of American
hi gher education."
He declared that ISU must strive to

maintain, increase and reward a competent and extremely sizeable corps of
teachers whose commitment is to help
students learn. It is equally important, he
added, to maintain a climate which is
r ecepti ve to innovation, both in teach ing
procedures and in program. " I hope our
trademark here as in all parts of our activities will be a student-centered
program. "
Black students- " ! am personally
committed, as is the institution, to the
belief that the problems of our minority
cultures and our urban areas are the most
significant social problems of our time,
and that universities such as this must
assume a major responsibility in finding
solutions to these problems.
He mentioned ISU's efforts in these
directions, including the President's Task
Force on Intergroup Relations and the
High Potential Student program , which

ISU authority Chambers reports U.S.
higher education costs near $7 billion
eastern states continue to be considerably behind the states of the West and
Midwest in state
support of higher
education. " They are moving swiftly to
catch up."
Mr. Chambers is author of a new book,
"Higher Education in the Fifty States,"
published by Interstate Publis hers of
Danville, Ill. The Illinois State professor,
who has direct sources of information in
all 50 states, has been editing "Grapevine"
for 12 years, starting at the University of
Michigan and continuing at Indiana
University prior to coming to ISU two
years ago.

Appropriations of state tax funds for
annual operating expenses of higher
education in the United States for the 197071 fiscal year will be near $7 billion , Illinois
State University researcher reports.
M. M. Chambers , visiting professor of
higher education a t ISU , is author of
"Grapevi ne ," a newsletter on state tax
legislation for higher education which is
di st ributed in all 50 states. He is widely
acknowledged as the nation's leading
sou rce for such data. His r eports are also
circulated by the American Association of
Slate Colleges and Universities, National
A-;sociation of Stale Universities and Land
Grnnt Colleges. and the Chronicle of
I lighcr Education .
With only two large s tates and one small
one as yet unreported , it becomes a certainty Cham bers explains , tha t the 50-state
tota l for fi sca l HJ70-71 wi ll be close to $7
bill ion. This would be a two-year gain of
about :rn 1 , per cent over fiscal 1968-69.
Such a rate of gain , he said , is necessar y
to keep pa ce with increasing numbers of
s tudents a nd faculty members, the rising
level of instruction , the "explosion of
knowledge," continued inflation of prices
and wages, and other fa ctors that increase
th e annuai costs of the educational enterpri se.
Newly reported states , with their twoyear percentages of ga in , are California,
$817.1 million (28 per centJ; Delaware,
$20.2 m illion r4:3.5 per centJ; Louisiana,
$121.8
million
(23
pe r
cent> ;
l\1assach usetts. St 16 million <68 per centJ ,
and l\lich igan. s:343.7 million <31 per centJ.
i\l r. Cham be rs poin ted out U1at the 28 per
cent rate of gai n for California , along with
it s Io,yea r ga in of 268.5 per cent s ince
fi scal i!lfi0-61. arc sharply below compara ble :i0-state averages, which are on

Administrative posts
go to Anderson, Ozolins

:VI. :vi. Chambers

the order of 38 per cent and 350 per cent
res pectively.
Th e ten -year gain for Massachusetts of
769 per cent is exceeded by only one other
state. Hawaii , with 847 per cent. The high
rates of gain generally prevalent in
Northeastern s ta tes represent progress
from very low relative positions in 1960,
Chambers said , but do not m ean that those
sta tes are now leading in state support of
higher education. Meas ured in r elation to
per capita personal incomes, the North-

The appointment of two men to head
Illinois State University departments has
been announced by Richard R. Bond, vice
president and dean of faculties , and approved by the Board of Regents.
John E. Anderson has been named as the
first director of the Center for Higher
Education, a new program recently approved by the Regents and the Illinois
Board of Higher Education.
Mr. Anderson will come to ISU J an. 1,
1971 from Columbus College, Columbus,
Ga., where he has been professor of
psychology and dean of the faculty since
1963. He has a Ph.D. in psychology from
Ohio State University.
Karlis L. Ozolins will become head of the
Department of Library Science at ISU
effective Feb. 1, 1971.
Head libraria n at Augsburg College,
Minneapolis, Minn., since 1950, Ozolins
began his employment at Augsburg in 1955
as ins tructor of r eligion a nd classical
languages.

"the Office of Economic Opportunity
considers among the best in th e nation and
is accordingly providing a major portion of
its finding ."
During the past three years under HPS,
Dean Bond said, ISU has brought in more
than 300 new freshmen and transfer
s tudents, primarily black, and for the most
part for the inner-cities of metropolitan
areas. They largely meet ISU admiss ions
requirements but have been disadvantaged in their educational experiences.
"We have a well-developed s upport
system to provide tutoring , counseling,
and academic advising ser vices for these
students, but they need the understanding
and consideration of all of us . We do not
expect special s tandards to be established
for these students, but we do expect and in
fact insist that their needs as individuals
be considered and respected in their
experiences here.
T1•achPr (•ducation- "Let us not forget
that not only is the preparation of teachers
the greatest single strength of this institution, but also that the profession of
teaching is a most honorable one. Our
teacher education program needs careful
attention this year. We have the opportunity, if we grasp it, if we will leapfrog
what others are doing , of re-establishing
our national reputation of two-thirds of a
century ago, and, instead of being just
another emerging institution, constantly
trying to catch the pack, taking our place
with distinction near the lead."
Graduate education-"Although I am
determined that our under g raduate
programs must have first priority, I am
also convinced that we ha ve many opportunities here for development of innovative and worthwhile gra duate
programs." Again, he called for " leapfrogging" what other institutions are
doing. " I suggest that our growth in the
field of graduate education must come
through the searching out of new
progr a ms in the less common disciplines
an d in the establishment of new types of
doctoral programs, more humane a nd
more r easonable than the old, when we are
deali ng with conventional disciplines ."

-t=acatta, pens
Richard R. Bond, Richard D esmond and
Donald C. Hendress authored an article on
the Domestic Student Exchange Program
which appeared in the fall i ssue of the
Edu cationa l Record, a publication of the
American Counci l on Education. Francis R .
Brown is c o-author of a series of mathematics
textboo ks recently publ ished for use in the
elementary grades. William Easton has an
articl e entitled "Recent Developments in
Automating the I llinois State University Map
Coll ection," appearing in Proceedings of the
Third Annual Conference of the Association
of Canadian Map Libraries. Recently
published articles by Wilma Miller includ e,
"Word Recognition Techniques and their
Uses," in the Minnesota Reading Quarterly
for M ay; " A Reading Program for Primary
Grade Gifted Ch ildren," in the summer issue
of the Illinois School Journal; and "Aspects of
Reading Instru ction in Mathematics," in t he
summer issu e of Reading Horizons.
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ORSG
Research Seroices Office
vital link to Washington;
grants exceed $1 million
A marked increase in support from
outside agencies for research activity has
accompanied Illinois State University's
expansion as a multi-purpose institution
the past few years. The university office
which has been most centrally involved in
helping faculty members develop and
secure support for their research, training
and service projects is the Office of
Research Services and Grants (commonly
called "ORSG") directed by Eric R.
Baber.
Approvals of grant requests submitted
through ORSG to Federal and other funding agencies have totaled over $1,300,000
in each of the last two fiscal years. This
resource, added to the regular state appropriated funds, has enabled ISU to
maintain a margin of excellence in a
number of instructional fields, and to
move forward more rapidly than would
otherwise have been possible in graduate
education.
According to Mr. Baber, the main objective of ORSG is service to faculty.
"ORSG plays a flexible role," he said,
"which varies from routine University
record keeping and contract reporting (for
those faculty members who need no
special assistance in securing their grant
funds) to very substantial involvement in
exploring, stimulating, designing and
developing proposals cooperatively with
those faculty members who request more
comprehensive assistance."
Service Major Goal
ORSG tabulates and publishes the
nature and amounts of grant funds
received by the University as a result of
proposals submitted by faculty members,
and attempts to help call attention to the
academic significance of the projects.
"Ser vice to faculty ," Baber continued,
"includes maintaining a library of infomation on grants and grant programs,
and a file of application forms a nd instructions for reference use by anyone
interested. The ORSG staff spends a good
deal of its time in talking with individua l
faculty members and groups about their
research inte rests, and in disseminating
information about grant programs."
One medium for sharing information is
the research newsletter UP -DATE,
publis he d monthly by ORSG and

distributed to all 1150 faculty members.
This publication (I) describes research
and service activities on campus; (2) lists
grant proposals submitted, those approved, deadline dates for future submissions , an d new research library
acquisitions; and (3) calls attention to
significant happenings in education
legislation. UP -DATE also g ives examples
of programs funded in other universities,
and presents summary information about
new funding sources of calculated interest
to members of ISU's five colleges and
thirty-two departments. The publication is
in demand off-campus too, with an outside
mailing list of approximately one hundred.
Another useful ORSG publication is the
Ht•search Handbook for Faculty Members
which contains guidelines and instructions
for writing grant proposals and obtaining
Uni versity approval for submitting them.
Each faculty member is furnished a copy
of the ORSG Handbook. Additionally,
ORSG prepares quarterly and annual
reports on all grants to ISU faculty, and
distributes memos and notices and annual
reports members concerning opportuniti es for grants in their particular
academic fields.
Part of Dean of Faculties Office
The Office of Research Services and
Grants, located in 401 Hovey Hall, is part
of the Office of the Dean of Faculties. In
commenting on the 1970 ORSG Annual
Report just released, Dean Richard R.
Bond said, "While the past year has been a
difficult one from the standpoint of grants,
due to delays and curtailments in F ederal
funding, it is gratifying to note that ISU
has maintained a good funding level."
"Actually," he pointed out , "Faculty
members have developed and submitted
about 40 per cent more grant proposals in
1970 than in 1969, and the quality of these
proposals has been better than ever
before , r eflecting a growing overall
fac ult y capability and interest in
research."
Members of the ORSG staff in addition
to the Director are Harry Shaw, assista nt
director ; Miss Shela Turpin, Washington
representative; Craig Bazzani, graduate
assistant; Mrs. Dorothy Freshour, office
secretary ; and Miss Mary Edwards,
manuscript typist. This staff is dedicated
to serving faculty by furnishing information about just what types of activities each funding agency will sponsor.
Since about 80 per cent of grants come
from the Federal agencies, Miss Turpin's
role as an "on-the-spot" representative in
Washington, D.C. is very important.
Through a unique ar rangement with th e
American Association of State Colleges
and Universities, she works half-time for
ISU as Program Associate in the AASCU
Office of Federal Programs which is
directed by Jerrold Roschwalb.
The primary Federal funding agency for
ISU in 1970 has been the U.S. Office of
Education ($428,782) , with the Nationa l ·
Science Foundation next ($310,973) ,
followed by the Office of Economic Opportunity ($118,071 ). Grants in lesser
amounts have been approved by the U.S.
Department of Justice, the Public Health
Service, the National Endowment for the
Humanities , and a variety of foundations,
corporations and associations. Another
major source of grants has been the State
of Illinois ($337,412) largely through the
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction which administers a number of
Federal programs. In all, 58 proposals
have been approved in 1970 (out of 119
submi tted) for $1,305,468.

Dean of Faculties Richard R. Bond, right, hears highlights of the annual report of the Office of Research Services and Grants from Eric Baber, director of the ORSG
office on the campus.

From left, Harold Phelps, Special Education; Frank
Kenel, traffic and safety specialist for Industrial Technology, and Harry Shaw, ORSG assistant director, review
the file of application and closing dates.

projects in the several academic
disc iplines, (7) field service activities, (8)
provision of library materials, and (9)
special instructional equipment. Training
grants of one kind or another dominate
ISU's grants picture with most substantial
awards having been made to "grantsmen"
in the Departments of Special Education,
Mathematics, English and to the program
for Driver Improvement and Traffic
Safety. In the regular research category,

Gra nts Widely Varied

Representing Illinois State University in
Washington as a program associate is Shela
Turpin, who is also an AASCU staff member.

Grants received provide s upport for (1)
summer and aca demic year Teacher's
Institutes and Workshops, (2) training and
research in the field of Special Education,
(3) programs for disadvantaged college
students, (4) training and research in the
area of Traffic and Safety Education, (5)
graduate fellowships, (6) regular research

Dorothy Freshour, ORSG secretary, shows
"Update" copy to Craig Bazzani, new graduate assistant in the department.

the Departments of Biology and Chemistry
lead.
In a tabulation of grant approvals by
College within the University, Arts and
Sciences leads ($488, 780 ) with Education
second ($416,368) and Applied Science and
Technology third ($177,809). Approva ls
classified as "univers ity-w ide and
miscellaneous " account for $222,511.
These are mostly grants to be supervised
throl)gh administrative offices . For
example, the grants for NDEA graduate
fellowships and NSF traineeships ($70,615)
are handled by the Dean of the Graduate
School while the High Potential Scholar
Program ($97,571 ) clears through the
Office of the Dean of Faculties .
The value of successful research and
training proposals is of course evident as
resulting grants stimulate a nd support
scholarly acti vity to enhance the total
cultural atmosphere of the University
community. However, ORSG Director
Eric Baber feels that the unsuccessful
proposals often pay dividends as well. He
notes that the learning experiences and
planning efforts of faculty members in
preparing proposals (grant application
documents ) frequently result in the
development and incorporation of innovations and improvements even without
the gra nt funds.
In other words, a facult y member and
his department may benefi t jus t by the
process of thinking through and
developing a creative r esearc h and
training project. ORSG is there to assist.
The possibility of obtaining a grant adds
zest and potential strength to faculty
ventures in the world of educational
excellence.

-
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Quality first priority
for College of Fine Arts,
Dean C. W. Bolen asserts
Editor's Note: This interview with
Charles W. Bolen, Dean of the College
of Fine Arts at Illinois State since July
1, offers insight into both the present
and future of the new college. Formerly Dean of Fine Arts at the
University of Montana, Bolen is a
West Frankfort native and holds a
master of music degree from the
Eastman School and a Ph.D. from
Indiana University. He was chairman
of the department of music at Ripon
College (Wis.) from 1954-1962.
Q. During your first weeks at Illinois
State University as Dean of the College of
Fine Arts, have you formulated basic
directions, or guidelines for the College?

Dean Bolen: I am pleased to say that the
faculty pretty well formulated the
directions and guidelines for the College of
Fine Arts prior to my coming. However,
since Illinois State University has become
a multi-purpose university only recently,
there are a number of items which have
been under discussion by the faculty and
which I will be discussing with them this
year. I must say, however, that the basic
direction, as I see it now, certainly is one
that I am interested in supporting and
expanding. So, you might say I have not
formulated any new directions or
guideline~ for the college. However, that
does not mean that there won't be a
number of suggestions for certain kinds of
programs made for the future.

--

Q. What are the general academic
objectives in fine arts here and at other
universities?

Dean Bolen: The faculty has committed
itself to expansion of studio and
professional areas in the arts. Certainly
the prestige, not only of the university but
in fine arts, has been achieved because of
the excellence of the teacher training
program. Additional curricular programs
including professional training, and the
professional degrees have been
implemented or are already in progress of
becoming established. This is, generally
speaking, similar to what many
universities have done. I might add, that I
am vitally interested in the general
education courses that are in the College of
Fine Arts. There already is a good deal of
interest in the arts by the general
university student. This has developed at
ISU over the years. It is something that is
a national trend and I hope we can expand
and add to the courses available in the arts
for general education as well as to expand
the performing and the visual arts
programs.
Q. Are there new programs, or
departments, in the plan for the
immediate future of your college?

--

Dean Bolen: When the college of fine
arts was formed a year or so back, music
and art were the only two departments in
the college. Theater, which has been a part
of speech and in the College of Arts and
Sciences, has petitioned to join the College
of Fine Arts as a separate department. It
is my understanding that final approval is
to be granted and that it will become a fact
early this fall. In addition, the Department
of Art has requested a master of fine arts
degree, which is the terminal degree for
studio-oriented students. This is a request
which will go to the Board of Regents and
hopefully
will
be approved for
implementation soon. The Music
Department already has been authorized
programs for professional degrees,
namely bachelor of music degree and
master of music degree. These are rather
new and simply indicate that the
curricular offerings within the College of
1',ine Arts include not only programs for
teacher training but professional training
in the arts as well.

Q. What about graduate degree
programs? What is available at this time
and what other programs would you like to
offer during the coming years?

Dean Bolen: The teacher training
masters programs have been available for
many years. The Department of Art has
one of the few doctorate programs in art
education in the nation. As I just
mentioned, the Art Department is
planning to offer a master of fine arts
degree which is a program for studiooriented or professionally-interested
students. Music has a master of music
already approved, as well as a master of
music education. Theater has plans for a
master of fine arts in the near future.
Certainly there has been a great deal of
interest in curricular development and
there has been a great deal of expansion in
enrollment. Courses have been added to
keep up with enrollment demands and I
look forward to a significant growth in
graduate program in all of the arts.
Q. Have you been able to assess the
impact upon the surrounding community
of various fine arts programs of Illinois

I

State University?

Dean Bolen: Not really, because I
haven't been here long enough to
determine. I sense, however, that the
image of the college of fine arts is
emerging. It seems to me that those who
are familiar
with Illinois State
University's College of Fine Arts
recognize that it has a fine faculty and that
the quality of its programs is excellent.
The image of fine arts at ISU will be
determined by the quality of faculty, and
by the quality of students. I am sure that
the newness of the College of Fine Arts
may be one reason why the prestige
continues to rise. I am certain, now, that
the College of Fine Arts is in existence,
that we will have a very positive influence
not only on the campus community itself
but on the Bloomington-Normal
community and the region as well.
Q. Can you forsee the nature of the
future need for staff, equipment and
classroom and laboratory space for the
College of Fine Arts in the next decade?

Dean Bolen: The College of Fine Arts,
like the university as a whole, has grown

Culture Calendar 70-71

I

Oct. 4 Entertainment Series, Smokey Robinson and The
Miracles
Horton
Oct. 22-25 & 28-31- University Theater, "Arsenic and Old
Lace"
Westhoff
Capen
Oct. 29-Faculty String Quartet
Nov. 4-University Orchestra
Capen
Nov.11-Percussion Ensemble
Centennial
Nov. 13-14-Music Department Opera Production
Stroud
Nov. 19-Honors Chamber Orchestra
Centennial
Dec. 4-9 & 11-16, 18-19-Madrigal Dinner Concerts
Union
Dec. IO-Faculty Woodwind Quintet Concert
Capen
Dec. 10-12 & 15-17- University Theater, "Imaginary Invalid" Westhoff
Dec. 11-12-Entertainment Series, "Hamlet"
Capen
Dec. 16- University Orchestra
Stroud
Dec.17- ISU Men's GleeClub
Capen
Jan. 17-Percussion Ensemble Concert
Centennial
Feb. 5-7-Entertainment Series, "Hair"
Capen
Feb. 12-14-Symposium, 20th Century Vocal Solo Literature Centennial
Feb. 20-College Choir Invitational Festival
Stroud
Feb. 24-Honors Orchestra Concert
Centennial
Feb. 25-ISU Statesmen Band
Union
Feb. 25-27 & March 2-6-University Theater, "Police" Allen Theater
Feb. 26-28 & March 1-Lowell Mason Club Musical
Capen
March 4- Concert Band
Union
March 4-5- Orchesis Dance Theater
Stroud
March 11-13- APO Review
Hayden
March 17-Viola Recital, Robert Oppelt
Capen
Union
March 18-University Band Concert
March 18-21 & 24-27-University Theater (TBA)
Westhoff
March 24- University Orchestra
Stroud
March 25- Faculty String Quartet
Capen
March 28-Graduate Recital, Clarinetist
Centennial
March 31-Percussion Ensemble Concert
Centennial
April 1-Joint Faculty Recital
Centennial
April 21- Honors Chamber Orchestra
Centennial
April 22- Faculty Woodwind Quintet Concert
Capen
Allen
April 22-24 & 29-30 & May I-Thesis Production
April 23-25-Gamma Phi Circus
Horton
April 29-30, May 1- Varunas Swim Show
McCormick Pool
April 29-30, May 1- U Club Stunt Show
Horton
May 6 Concert Band
Union
May 8-Jazz Festival
May 9-University Orchestra
Capen
May 11-Madrigal Singers
Hayden
May 12-ISU Men's Glee Club
May 13-Varsity Band Concert
Union
May 13-15 & 18-22- "Man of La Mancha"
Westhoff
May 20-University Band
Union
May 23- Orchestra-Chorus Concert
Stroud
May 25- Percussion Ensemble
Centennial

Dean Bolen

tremendously in recent years. The space
situation is not only critical, it is
desperate. Already some music and art
activities are located in various old
houses, school buildings, and barns simply
to accommodate the instructional
program. At present, there is to be an art
building added with construction planned
to start this fall. Plans are developing for a
music building and hopefully this will
become a reality within a few years. At
this time I have not had an opportunity to
adequately study the equipment needs, but
I would assume that as with any college of
fine arts, priorities in the acquisition of
equipment will be necessary. Staff needs
for the present are two-fold. First of all, to
handle the increasing enrollment and,
second, for expansion of programs
presently offered as well as for
development of new programs. I would
like to see artists in residence become a
part of campus life at Illinois State
University.
Q. Are there new activities in the area of
adult, or continuing education, or
cooperative programs with community
educational or other institutions in your
future plan for fine arts at ISU?

Dean Bolen: The College of Fine Arts is
quite large and represents a tremendous
resource of talent, teaching ability and
know how in management, finance and
promotion of the arts. I think that our
faculty should be available to communities
for consulting in development of
community theaters, orchestra, galleries
as well as in providing workshops and
clinics related to teacher training. I will be
very much surprised if the demand for
services by institutions, communities and
individuals does not increase appreciably
in the next few years. Certainly, the
general citizen's interest in the arts has
grown tremendously. Now that many
communities have arts councils I expect
they will look to Illinois State University
for assistance. I look for the College of
Fine Arts to be a leader in development of
arts in all aspects in the area in which we
serve. We, of course, will expect to
continue and expand our offerings in
continuing education and, it seems to me,
most of this will take place not on campus
but in the various communities. I also look
forward to the possibility of a working
relationship of faculty and students with
prestigious arts institutions such as the
Smithsonian Institution, the Lincoln
Center, the Whitney Gallery, as well as
apprentice programs in theaters and
symphony orchestras. Certainly, this kind
.of experience for our students coupled with
the instruction on campus will result in a
better trained graduate. I also look
forward to developing of programs in
Europe and elsewhere in the world.
In summary, I can say that Illinois State
University already has gained a national
reputation in the arts. The potential for
making of an even more significant
contribution in the training of the arts
seems clear and desired by the fine arts
faculty as well as the university. My
highest concern is for the College of Fine
Arts to develop with quality; quality of
teaching, quality of performances, quality
of exhibitions. Certainly, our potential is
great, the interest in the arts is here, the
means of achieving even greater
significance is with us and I look forward
with excitement to being a part of Illinois
State University's College of Fine Arts.
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Northward Bound!
Construction begins
on first major project
•
1n new cam pus area
Illi nois State is moving north!
Actually, this is not as drastic as it may
sound. It means basically that the new
North Campus development•-that above
College Avenue-is under way and there's
more to come.
The excavating and other early construction work for the new UnionAuditorium on College Avenue at Illinois
State University marks the actual
beginning of development of the future
"north campus," according to Preston
Ensign, director of campus planning.
Cr itical space on the present campus has
been gained tl1rough completion and occupancy of East Gate Hall at North and
School Streets, and the General Services
Building. located at DeLaine Drive and
College Avenue near the west boundary of
tl1e campus.
Mr. Ensign considers the move northward of much importance in the longrange plans for the university, although
the recent w1freezing of funds for the Soutl1
Mall Art Building and DeGarmo Hall are
other deve lopments which will soon
change the face of tl1e Central Mall area of
tl1c ISU campus.
The next step in the north campus
development should come during the
school year with the release of funds for
Phase I of a new library, already declared
in the public interest by the Illinois
General Assembly.
To cost $8 million, the library will be a
companion st r ucture to the UnionAud itorium immediately north of College
Avenue.
The two buildings will be connected at
main floor level by a common plaza and
pedestrian wa lkover which will a lso cross
over the top of a recessed portion of
College Avenue, if the current campus
plan becomes reality.
Milner Library will continue to serve as
a librar y unit until Phase II of the new
library, to be of similar size and attached
to P hase I, can be pla nned and scheduled
for construction.

Earth-moving equipment is busy developing the site for
the new Union-Auditorium across College Avenue as the
first actual construction begins on the North campus.

Regular requests for buildings during
fiscal 1972 ( July I, 1971 to June 30, 1972)
that wi II furtl1er develop tl1e north campus
are Phase I of a College of Business
Building, now being planned, and planning
funds for Phase I of a Science Group and
for a music building. The music building
would be constructed immediately to the
north of the Union-Auditorium.
With first priority for fiscal 1972,
however, is a $2 mi llion addition to the
Harris Physical Plant on Gregory Street.
Mr. Ensign, Dr. Eric Johnson, vice

narnes fn t:be news
William A. Allison has been nominated by
the McLean County Democrats as a candidate for associate circuit judge. J ohn Boaz
and W i ll iam N. Kenned y have been named
voter registration chai r men for Bloomingt onNormal in the campa ign to elect Ad lai
Stevenson 111 to the U . S. Senate. Roger Cushm an and L ee K l in e are publ icit y chair men for
the campaign which is coordinat ed in
McL ea n County by Charles Hickl in. Steven
Boyd, currently working on a doctorate at the
University of Ill inois, won top speaker award
at the Toastmasters International convention
held at Portland, Ore., in August. John
Ca rlock, Robert Chasson, Dorothy F ensholt,
J. L ouis M artens and Ha rold M oore recent ly
participated in the annual meeting of t h e
American Inst itute of Biologica l Sciences at
Indiana University. Ja m es C. Ching, for mer
facu lty member, is now chairman of the
departm ent of speech and theater at Ham l ine
University, St . Paul, Minn. Louise F armer
and Mary Rozum are recipients for the
second year of the Mary S. Arnold
Elementary Education Research Fund. They
w ill use t he fund to complete a research
project relating to the preparation of
elementary teachers. Thom as Fitch gave the
keynote address at a workshop held recently
for supervising teachers from Will County
under sponsorship of the College of St.
Francis and Lewis in Joliet. Kenneth Holder
is one of 12 award -winning artists from the
Illinois State Fair Professional Art Exhibit
whose work was shown during September at
First Federal Savings of Chicago. The
following fa cu lty members held sta ff

posit ions at summer camps a t L ake Bloomington: Harry J ackson, dir ector, Archie Harr is, swim coach, and Robert Kief, wa terfront
director a t the Crippled Chi ldren's Camp;
and Helen A bshi r e and Da le Cr u se, codirectors of the Kiwanis Camp. Harry
Hu izinga received a $6,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation for a study of a
possibl e biologica l control agent against
snai ls infected with human schist osomiasis.
He also r eceived a National lnsitute of Hea lt h
stipend for a short course in histochemistry
offered in August at Vanderbi lt University in
Nashvi ll e, Tenn. D uring September, he
participa ted in the International Congress of
Parasitology meeting in Wash1ngton, D . C.,
and gave a paper in Mexico City at the Latin
·American Congress of Parasitology. Norm and M a dore is described in an article appearing in the Summer issue of Higher
Education F orum as a "teacher who works
for the profession at all levels." T he ISU
professor of elementary educat ion is serving
a second term as president of the I llinois
Association of Higher Education. Will
Robi nso n wa s one of five coaches f eatured at
the fifth annual basketball clinic for high
school coaches held last month at Earlham
College, Richmond, Ind. Steven W . V argo has
been named president of the Board of
Education for Epiphany Parish in Normal.
L arry Wint erhalter gave a slide program at
the Evangelical Free Church in Bloomington
recently describing a six -week t our of South
America this summer with the Venture for
Victory Baseball team .

president and dean of administrative
services, and other officials have high
hopes that bids for the construction of the
South Mall Art Building and DeGarmo
Hall can be sought by October.
Approximately $4 million each was
released for the two structures by the state
in Aug ust, although university officials
point out that the constant r ise in cons truction costs and delays between
determin ing cost estimates and the
seeking of bids have caused a shrinkage in
the usable space to be gained in each
building.

F'or example, the South Mall Art
Building , to connect to the Centennial
Building on the west, has been redesigned
and scaled down.
The state construction freeze halted
prog ress on the building, although the five
floor south office unit has been changed to
a tl1ree story structure and the north
rotunda. an exhibit area which would
divide into four class or lecture rooms, is
now considered as an option.
DeGarmo Hall, to face University Street
and the Central Mall across from Metcalf
School a nd Fairchild Hall , was not
redesigned but the funds available may
not be adequate to finish all eight floors
planned for the College of Education
building.
Two smaller buildings completed and
occupied during 1970 have added space,
although some of the houses in the campus
area previously occupied by service units
now in the new General Services building
have been razed to make room for the
Union-Auditorium or for parking areas.
The new west campus building is
headquarters for service offices for personnel, security, safety (including parking
and traffic) , insurance, photo, printing,
duplicating , mail ing , and electronic
repair .
East Gate Hall, built on steel pilings and
providing ground-level parking for 50 cars,
has office space for 80 persons and two
large classrooms in a second floor area
above the data processing machine rooms
on the groW1d floor . A number of offices for
computer programming and for research
personnel who make extensive use of data
processing are also on the main floor .
The Un ion-Auditorium is the only
building now under construction, a lthough
1971 and 1972 could be major development
years for Illinois State University if tl1e
schedule outlined by Mr. Ensign and
others can be put into effect to meet the
space needs of . the rapidly-expanding
campus population.

Safety officials
to meet on campus
Fire, police and safety officials from
throughout the state were expected to
attend the first annual Roland Behrend
Arson Seminar at Illinois State University
Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 and 2.
The seminar is being sponsored by ISU,
the cities of Bloomington and Normal, and
the fire prevention division of the state
Department of Law Enforcement. Lewis
L. Legg, coordinator of environmental
safet y at ISU, is in charge of
arrangements on the campus.
Sessions will run from 9 to 4 each day , in
the General Services Building classroom.
Enrollment will be limited to approximately 60 persons, Mr. Legg said.
The faculty for the three-day seminar
will include representatives of the Chicago
police and fire departments, Illinois State
Fire Marshal R. E. May, Wisconsin State
Fire Marshal William Rossiter, ISU police
and safety officials , and one state police
dis tri ct commander.
Legal aspects of arson will be the subject
for Daniel Lahey , attorney for the Chicago
Fire Department. Capt. William Troch of
the Chicago Fire Depa rtment arson squad
will conduct tl1e session on incendiary
devices and Lt. Edward Neville of the

Chicago Police Department bomb and
arson squad will speak on bombs and
explosives.
Capt. William V. Mosher, commander of
State Police District 10, will discuss civil
disturbances and riots at universities,
colleges and schools.
He will be followed by a session on
photography in arson and fire conducted
by Ha rry P. Schaefer of the Illinois State
fire marshal's office.
John Newbold, director of stcc,xity at
!SU, who is a former FBI agent, will
discuss interrogation methods and the
state fire marshal, Mr. May, will go into
report writing.
The seminar is open to firemen ,
policemen, civil defense employes, and
mW1icipal and school employes involved in
fire protection and investigation . All
personnel must be recommended by their
super vising officials .
Information is available from the ISU
Division of Extension and Field Services
and the Office of Environmental Health
a nd Safety.
The seminar is named in honor of
Roland Behrend, who served as fire chief
for the city of Bloomington from 1920 to
1970.
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Actor
Douglas
•
coming
Melvyn
Douglas.
distinguished
American actor, will visit the ISU campus
Tirnrsday and Friday, Oct. 22 and 23. as a
guest of the theater department. the first
of several noted personalities expected to
• appear th is year in the University
Theater's newly established Celebrity
Series.
On Thursday. Douglas will be entertained at a luncheon in the 1857 Room .
He will make a public speaking appearance at 4 p.m. in Westhoff Theater
that afternoon. and in the evening attend
the opening performance of "Arsenic and
Old Lace," the first production of the 197071 University Theater season. There is to
be a reception in the 1857 Room following
the show when theater-goers will have an
opportunity to meet the visiting actor. On
Friday, Douglas will conclude his stay by
visiting theater classes.
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October on Campus
4 Department of Education Reception, 2: 30 to 4 p.m., Union
Foreign Students and Host Families Barbecue, 5 p.m., U High
Lounge
ISU Film Society, "Rosemary's Baby," 8 p.m., Hayden
Entertainment Board Event, "Smokey Robinson," 8:15 p.m.,
Horton
7.Activities Round-Up, 7 p.m., Union Ballroom
10 Football, ISU vs. Akron (Band Day), 7:30 p.m., Hancock Stadium
11 Faculty Recital, Alan Peters, Bass-Baritone, 3 p.m., Capen
14 University Women's Club Fall Dinner, 6:30 p.m. Union Ballroom
Phi Mu Alpha Lecture, 7 p.m., CE 121
14-16 French Section Movie, " Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme," 7:30 p.m.,
Stev. 101
16 Illinois Association of Chemistry Teachers Meeting, 8 a.m. to Noon,
Stroud
17 High School Cheerleaders Clinic, Horton
Illinois Association of Student Teachers Fall Meeting, 8 a.m. to 3
p.m., Stroud
18 Junior Voice Recital, Douglas Trumble, 3 p.m., CE 121
ISU Film Society, "Phantom of the Opera," and "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," 8 p.m., Hayden
22-25 University Theater, "Arsenic and Old Lace," 8 p.m., Westhoff
25 International Dinner, 6 p.m., Union Ballroom
24 Industrial Technology Department Potluck, 6:30 p.m. , Stevenson
27 ISU Newcomers Meeting, Discussion on Women's Liberation, 8
p.m., Stev. 401
28-31 University Theater, "Arsenic and Old Lace," 8 p.m., Westhoff
28 Union Board Fireside Chat, 7:30 p.m., 1857 Room
29 Musical Arts Quartet Concert (Faculty String Group), 8:15 p.m.,
Capen
30 Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m., Union Ballroom
30-31 University High School Musical, "The Apple Tree," Stroud
Opera Production Workshop, "Sister Angelina. "
31 Football, ISU vs. Indiana State, 1:30 p.m., Hancock Stadium
November

1 ISU Film Society, "Throne of Blood," 8 p.m., Hayden
3-4 Red Cross Bloodmobile, lOa.m. to7 p.m., Union Ballroom
4 College of Arts and Sciences Fall Lecture - Dr. Stanley S. Marzolf, 8
p.m., Felmley 133
University Orchestra Concert, 8: 15 p.m., Capen

Homecoming
CContinucd from page I)
divisions for residence hall s and for, offcampus res idences, will be a traditional
Friday night feature.
The Homecoming Play, "Arsenic and
Old Lace ," will be presented by th e
University Theater group Oct. 22-25 and 2831 at 8 p.m. in Westhoff Theater.
Alumni Association President E . Burton
Mercier will greet alumni , students, and
visitors prior to the I :30 p.m. football
game with Indiana State in Hancock
Stadium and Acting Pr.esidcnt F. R. Geigle
will extend a halftir.ie welcome to the
Hom ecomin g throng at the game.
Advan ce tickets for the theate r
production or the football game m ay be
obtained directly from the theater box
office or from the athletic ticket office.

-

Th e l{cdbird marching band will lead a
group of h igh school bands in the parade
and present pre-game and halftime shows
at the stadium.

Height and might
key cage future
Illinois State is hoping that where there's
a Will , there's a way in basketball .
The Redbirds a re accelerating their
program under the guidance of Will
Robinson. the famed Detroit, Mich. , prep
coach who at the age of 58 is entering the
college ranks.
Robinson 's Pershing High School team
won two state titles in the past four years,
wit h one lin eup including Spencer
Haywood, Ralph Simpson and baseball
not able Ted Sizemore. His prep products
also include Mel Daniels and Ira (The
Large l Harge. Over a 38-year span,
Robinson 's teams won 85 per cent of their
games.
.He expects to win big at Illinois State,
bu t not until he can mature his first freshman class, which is adorned by s ix players
in the 6-7 and 6-11 category.
For the present, he expects five lettermen from a 9-16campaign to r eport for
the opening of practice in mid-October.
They a r e the nucleus of Illinois State's first
entry in the new Conference of Midwestern
Universities.
By major college standards, Illinois
State's varsity h as little size. The top
rebounders last season were Myron Litwiller and Jim Smith, both 6-5. They will
have to carry the backboard burden again
this season, as most of the big junior
college players were gone by the time
Robinson got into the recruiting race.
Another gloomy item is the physical

Name Scott
to new post
Phebe M. Scott,
chairman
of
women's physical
education at Illinois
State
University,
has been elected
president of the
National Association for Physical
Education
of
College Women.
Miss Scott began
her duties as president-elect of the largest
professional organ ization for college
women in physical education on July 1.
The National Association for Physical
Education of College Women has a current
membership of over 2,000 women
representing 48 states and is divided into
five districts.
An outstanding leader in physical
education, she served as president of the
Midwest District for Physical Education
for College Women from 1966-1970.
Miss Scott, is the author of over 15
articles and co-author of a textbook. She
has been department chairman of Health
and Physical Education for Women at
Illinois State University since 1966. She
was acting assistant dean of the College of
Applied Science and Technology during
the 1969-70 school year.

Watch for Colts' 68!
It's Denny Nelson
The next time the Baltimore Coils are on
television, look for Number 68.
He's Denny Nelson, Little All-America
tack le at Illinois Sta te three years ago.
Nelson is one of several former Redbird
athletes who have advanced into
professional s ports.
In fact. pro football and baseba ll scouts
are becoming familiar enough with Illinois
State's campus to become tour guides.
'.\o less than 10 Redbird baseball players
ha ,·c signed pro contracts in the pas t four
years. Still active on major league farm
clubs arc Bob Breitzman, Chicago Cubs:
Buzz Capra. '.\cw York Mets; Bob Graczyk . San Diego Padres: Guy Homoly, San
Franci sco Giants: Ernie P ede rse n .
Atlanta Braves. a nd Paul Sperry , San
Francisco Giants.

Homoly was a lso a high draft choice in
football , but elected to concentrate on
baseball.
ISU's top football g r ound gainer , Bruce
Cu llen , s tarted several Canadian League
games as a linebacker this summ er before
being trimmed from t he Edmonton
Eskimos roster because of a limita tion on
the number of Americans on the team.
A few other ISU footballers have had
tr youts. including second team Little AllAme rica end Bill Bolinder with the Denver
Broncos thi s summer.

ISU Daily Radio News
6:40 p.m. WIOK 1440
1:20 p.m. WJBC 1230

1970-71 ILLINOIS
STATE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Dec. 1-BEMIDJI STATE
Dec. 4-5-at Western Illinois Tourney ( ISU
vs. Central Michigan; Eastern Illinois vs.
Western Illinois)
Dec. 9-BALL STATE *
Dec. 12-at Northern Illinois*
Dec. 17-NORTHEAST MISSOURI
Dec. 19-at Southeast Missouri
Dec. 22-at Indiana State *
Jan. 2-at Ohio University
Jan. 6-CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Jan. 9-EASTERN ILLINOIS
Jan. 13-INDIANA STATE *
Jan. 16-at Wisconsin State (Whitewater)
Jan. 18-CENTRAL MISSOURI
Jan. 30-at Ball State *
Feb. 6-WISCONSIN STATE (STOUT)
Feb. 10-WESTERN ILLINOIS
Feb. 13-at Eastern Illinois
Feb. 15-at Southern Illinois*
Feb. IS-NORTHERN ILLINOIS •
Feb. 20-at Central Michigan
Feb. 24-AKRON
Feb. 27-at Central Missouri
March I-SOUTHERN ILLINOIS*
March 3-at Western Illinois
March 6-at Southwest Missouri
.. Conference of Midwest Universities
games

condition of scoring leader Greg Guy, a 6-3
guard who suffered a broken ankle in a
sandlot basketball accident this summer.
Guy averaged 18.5 points last season, with
a single game high of 39.
On the plus side, the Redbirds have a
gifted sophomore guard in Doug Collins, a
6-4 prep all-stater at Benton, Ill., who
averaged 21 points for the frosh. Robinson
considers him to be of future All-America
potential.
Although a guard, Collins was the tallest
player on last year's freshman team. Any
rebounding help for Litwiller and Smith
will have to come from several transfers
- 6-6 Marty Tendler from Rice, 6-5 Dennis
Murray from Burlington Junior College,
and 6-5 Ken Davis and 6-5 Carlos Thomas,
both of Odessa Junior College. Murray
played · for Robinson at Pershing three
·years ago.
The Redbirds have only one senior,
rese r ve center Dale Janssen, on their
ros ter.
That youthful group will be tackling a
stiffer sc,hedule, with the conference foes
being joined by Ohio University on the
1970-71 s late. Ohio, conqueror of five Big
Ten teams last season, entertains the
Redbirds on Jan. 2.
De nied a college coaching opportunity
for many years because he is black,
Robinson admits that he is not sure what to
expect from his first collegiate team.
" We definitely do not have a big man ,
and that in itself makes you uneasy in
bas ketball competition," Robinson says.
"We're being open minded about it,
though , and hoping for the best."
If hard work will do it, Robinson will
turn the Redbirds around this year.
" I believe a lot in luck," he has said.
"And you know, the harder you work, the
luckier you get."

News Hot Line
•
•
1n
operation
The News Service of Illinois State
University introduced a new instant
commun ications, medium , the "News Hot
Line," in September.
P ersons on: or off-campus are able to
hear a two-minute news report on campus
events by calling 436-8371 at any time, 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
The recorded news summary, which will
be updated continually as conditions
warrant during calm as well as crisis
periods, will be carried on differ ent lines,
so if a caller gets a busy signal, he will
usually be a ble to get a free line by dialing
back immediately.
The system is expected to be particularly · of value during emergency
s ituations on campus, when people wish to
know quickly what is taking place. It will
have broader application throughout the
year for a summary of regular events and
othe r campus news items.
ISU 's News Service also has two daily
radio news programs over local stations
WJBC and WIOK, publishes a weekly news
report, a daily special report in crisis
periods, and a monthly newspaper.

